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Good morning everyone! For the next 20 minutes I’m going to quickly run through some of the major updates to the Nevada Division of Minerals Open Data Site. I am attempting to leave time at the end of the presentation for questions and comments so lets get goin.



Updates/Review

• C.H.I.M.E.

• Nevada Mining and Land Withdrawal History Experience

• Lands with, or Having the Potential for, Mineral Entry 
Conflicts

• C.L.A.I.M.S.

• OGG Leases

• Next up?
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I will quickly touch on several applications and some tools within each that are either new or that we would like to emphasize as we believe them to be of value when it comes to outreach and decision making.



C.H.I.M.E.
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First up, the CHIME application. I finally updated the data! I was hesitant to pull the data due to the redaction of individual claimant information from MLRS, but since they made it possible for individuals to view such information by creating a free account, I pulled all claims, of all dispositions. The images generated from this data set are presented in this application and represent the density of mining claim listings along with the annual assessment and maintenance fees paid per section throughout the contiguous western US. This is a very large data set consisting of over 5 million points, which like all our data can be downloaded for free, from our open data site. Please keep in mind, with large datasets like this one download them as a geodatabases, shapefiles cannot hold this much information.
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Briskly moving onto my favorite application to date. I have lots of time invested into this one, which is the Nevada Mining and Land Withdrawal History Experience. This is the landing page of the application equipped with a great disclaimer and a demo video. This application is the aggregation of many data sources that are probably familiar to you all like, the Nevada Land Withdrawal History Presentation we have been giving for quite some time, NBMG special publication 15, and data presented in the 2004 USGS Mineral Production movie among others. This started as an update to the Nevada Land Withdrawal History Presentation which led to a 3 or 4-year long project, when I started assigning interpreted dates to polygons where lands were either completely or effectively withdrawn from mineral entry. It was just this year that I felt comfortable enough to share what I have. The text in this application was edited by Jon Price, Mike Visher, and Garret Wake. While not all these people are here at this meeting today, I would like to say thanks for all their help. I would also like to thank the BLM, in particular Daniel Atkinson for letting me batter him with all my questions regarding federal lands and BLM data, you rock Daniel. Let’s take a quick tour of the application
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We have one section of the application dedicated to Mineral History, and another section of the application dedicated to land withdrawal history. For every section, each decade has its own narrative touching on major events that were taking place. In the minerals section the map displays a digitized version of the 2004 USGS Nevada Mineral Production Movie which includes precious, industrial and base metal mines, active mining districts, and populations within current county boundaries. Claims density per section is also included. The map is interactive to a point. I do need to research and assign names to all the mine points shown in these maps…but, I’m only one person. However, if anyone in this room has perfected the cloning process, I would like to have a chat. Anyhow, users can zoom into the map, change the base map, turn layers on and off, and interact with data where that functionality is available. The legend is available below the text and the chart being generated in the lower left-hand corner of the map is showing the value of production through time. FYI, if scrolling through the text on a mobile device or tablet, either use a mouse with a roller or drag with two fingers.
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For the land portion, the maps show lands completely or effectively withdrawn from mineral entry through time. Effectively meaning it would be really challenging if not impossible to proceed with any kind of mineral development. The narratives highlight any major acts that either withdrew or led to the withdrawal of land in Nevada and any other relevant information I could find. Again, the maps are interactive with the ability to navigate, change the base map, turn layers on and off, and to click on polygons to view more withdrawal information like the area name designation and the interpretated year of withdrawal. The chart in the lower left-hand corner of the map is a running sum of acres withdrawn, as of the decade being viewed. 
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Scrolling down the page within the same application you will come to a couple interactive “dashboards” as they are referred to in the ESRI world, that summarize the acres of federal land in Nevada, the acres effectively or completely withdrawn, and when the withdrawal took place.
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Further down in the application another dashboard is where withdraws can be viewed with respect to the surface management agency. The date picker at the top allows the user to view withdrawal acreage sums with respect to the time the user specifies.
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Here is what that same dashboard would look like if we set the date picker to less than 1981. A date range can also be specified by utilizing the date picker to the immediate right of the one we just demo’d.In the bottom right-hand corner is a chart showing the authorized or pending acres for solar and wind ROW’s, Oil and gas leases, along with exploration notices, mining plans and exploration plans. Unfortunately, I am unable, or haven’t quite figured out how to update this particular chart right now. When I pull ROWS, leases, notices or plans the permitted acreages no longer appear in the report generated. FYI, neither does the commodity of interest for plans and notices. Hopefully this gets resolved soon.
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I have been telling my friends (like three people so far), to visit MLRS and submit a ticket. If you do, please ask the database designers to please put the commodity and the acres back into the reports generated under code 38, general mining laws for the CR Serial Register Page – Other Query Parameters-all CR Products page. If other people submit tickets, I think we can get them to put that back in. PLEASE send a message!As a side note, I can pull notices and plans with much more ease from MLRS and as a result, I plan to be updating those layers monthly as well.
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Finally, all of the production values that were digitized can be viewed in another dashboard even further down the page. The toggles at either end of the chart will allow the user to zoom in and interact with the chart. And in case you are wondering where I got all this fun stuff from, at the very bottom of the application page lives the list of my references, hyperlinked where possible.
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Moving onto another application that I presented last year, but I just want to touch on it again. It is the Lands with, or Having the Potential for , Mineral Entry Conflicts. A demo video is available within the application for your reference. This particular application is not incredibly intuitive but is still useful.
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This application is one tool that can be used when evaluating land withdrawal or project proposals and their impacts to mineral entry. I have zoomed into the Stagecoach Wind Project where 69,431 acres of lands were segregated last week for the purposes of conducting a review of the pending ROW application. Using this application the data can be filtered to view active claims data, mining claim fees paid, claim density, notices, plans, mineral production, and lease data that fall within the polygon or project area. I would like to note at this time, that I recently added a layer within this particular application which I intend on adding proposed projects from publicly available maps. If you know of an area you would like to see in this map let me know, or even better, send me a shapefile and save me some time. If I have the polygon, it is a snap to add it to the existing file.
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By setting the filters available within this application and selecting apply, we can quickly do a mineral impact analysis. This map answers the same questions we are always asked to supply information for, including how many active claims are within the proposed area, what does the historic interest look like? Are there any notices? Plans? Leases? So for the Stagecoach wind project I have selected the polygon, selected the filter that has the information I want to see and I have applied the filter. Within a matter of minutes (used to take days when I started in 2014) we can see that there are 1,118 active mining claim listings within the project area. 5,345 historic mining claim listings that intersect the polygon, with a maximum of $3.6 million dollars that has been paid in mining claim annual assessment and maintenance fees. I say maximum because if a claim falls in more than one section the fees associated with it will be counted twice. FYI, this can be cleaned up by exporting the data and removing the duplicates. The average mining claim fees paid per section is $786.
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When searching for notices or plans that fall within the polygon you can search by the disposition as well to easily view what is currently authorized. Again, the demo video is available to assist with using this application. Or call me!



FREE

miningclaim.org
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Now, for a quick reminder on the CLAIMS site. The CLAIMS site is a platform for exploring and downloading Mining Claims, Plan, and Notice GIS data. Unpatented mining claims, plans and notices are presented in this site also on a per section basis for the contiguous western US. The website graciously sponsored by New Frontier Drilling and is configured and curated by yours truly. Data is updated at least once a month. The data is also downloadable and free. Follow me on linkedin. I post data updates as I complete them as well as new applications for the CLAIMS hub and the NDOM Open data sites.



What's Next?
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So what’s next? Well here are a few things that are in the hopper. These applications are very rough drafts, I didn’t have enough time to get them configured correctly but they will be soon.
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First up, this “thing”. Not sure what this is going to evolve into, or what the title will be, but I can tell you what it is stemming from. We have been hearing many comments on collaboration and not being able to easily find datasets or not even being aware that they exist. One group doesn’t know where to find mining data, another group doesn't know where to find wildlife data, a third group wants to see leasing data with respect to mining data, and yet another working group has never seen plan or notice data on a map EVER! Well technology has improved, and open data or hub sites can greatly assist with this.  I don’t know if this map will go far, but it is an attempt to bring in as many pieces of data as possible where people facilitating projects can easily see and interact with said data and learn about potential issues that may cause problems or challenges down the road. Armed with such data creative solutions can potentially be generated early on in the project. Each topic will have its own map in an attempt to keep the map simple “looking”.Data can be added into the map, or a user can navigate to a particular project area. When you add data or zoom into an area all maps will zoom to the same extent.  The data can be visualized and exported as needed or pdf maps can be generated. Any data ideas are more than welcome. We depend on suggestions from all of you to add value to our open data site and make these applications as useful as possible. 



Oil
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Next, some fun with leasing. There may not be many people here that will be interested in this, but I will share anyways just in case you too have 3 friends one of which may be. I was finally able to pull historic leasing data from the BLM’s database! I will be incorporating that data into our website starting with this side-by-side comparative map showing closed oil and gas leases per section on the left, and current authorized leases on the right. 



Geothermal
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And I will be doing the same with the geothermal lease data! Again, the data will be interactive and downloadable.



Thank You!

Questions?

Ideas?
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My 20 minutes is probably up so thanks for listening. Hopefully I have stayed on track and have left time for questions and/or ideas.
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